
 

 

HISTORY 322 (A LOUISIANA HISTORY PRACTICUM) 
  
THE COURSE: A readings and discussion-based seminar-format practicum class focused on 
enhancing content knowledge and presentation skills necessary to effectively teach Louisiana 
History.  Complemented with contextual themes of diversity and enhanced by technological 
exercises stressing on-line full-text journal research, History 322 deepens lessons learned in its 
prerequisite, History 321. 
 
General Statement of the Conceptual Framework: The COEHD’s Conceptual Framework 
provides direction for the development of effective professionals.  It is a living document that 
continuously evolves as opportunities and challenges emerge.  The four components of the CF 
are the institutional standards used for candidate assessment in undergraduate and graduate 
programs.  They are Knowledge of Learner (KL), Strategies and Methods (SM), Content 
Knowledge (CK), and Professional Standards (PS).  Diversity (D) and Technology (T) are 
included in the assessment process as themes that are integrated throughout all programs in the 
educational unit.   
 
By the end of the term, students should have: 
• Gained a strong understanding of important issues in Louisiana’s development, heritage, and 

history; (CK) 
• Developed an understating of the role of women and minorities, with particular attention to 

Louisiana’s diverse historical population including Native American, African-American and 
Acadian influences; (CK, D) 

• Learned to incorporate theory, research, and practice into the history classroom; (SM, PS, T) 
• Gained extensive, direct-contact experience working with students; (SM, PS) 
• Developed and practiced a range of methodological options for addressing issues relevant to 

Louisiana history; (SM, PS) 
• Created the beginning of a detailed, practical plan for teaching Louisiana history, including 

practical materials for use in the classroom; (SM) 
• Developed an ability to use technology as a teaching tool. (SM, T) 
 
REQUIRED TEXTS: 1) Ann Campbell and Wilson Marston, Louisiana: the History of an 
American State; 2) Samuel C. Hyde, Jr., C. Howard Nichols and Charles N. Elliott, Carnivals 
and Conflicts: A Louisiana History Reader: Selected Scholarly Articles and Primary Documents 
Complementing the Study of a Unique and Colorful State; 3) Samuel C. Hyde, ed. A Fierce and 
Fractious Frontier: the Curious Development of Louisiana’s Florida Parishes, 1699-2000. 
 
READING ASSIGNMENTS: Reading assignments begin on the first day of class and combine 
relevant sections in all three texts and supplements. 
 
SUPPLEMENTAL READINGS & AIDS: Students may refer to Bennett H. Wall, Louisiana: 
A History, the standard text used in History 321 (Louisiana History). To supplement the required 
and recommended texts, students may be assigned certain additional (and announced) journal 
articles placed on reserve (under the instructor’s name) in the library or available on-line through 



 

 

the library webpage. A state, regional and/or national map is recommenced and careful 
consideration of State Standards a necessity. Current state-standards in social studies education, 
at all applicable grade levels, will be provided.   
 
FILMS: Five thematically appropriate films are recommended to help deepen appreciation and 
define relevant issues in Louisiana History: Black Robe (1991); Vatel (2000) staring Gerard 
Depardiue; Solomon Northrup’s Odyssey (1994); Gettysburg (1993); and Huey Long (1985) 
from Ken Burns’ America film series. 
 
RESEARCHING LOUISIANA HISTORY: Southeastern librarians Mary Frances Marx and 
Kelly Duncan have created a special resources page Louisiana History Subject Guide assessable 
through the Sims Memorial Library’s website. Please consult this valuable study aid for your 
general and specific research. Library schedule depending, this class may have a Library 
research intensive. 
  
CLASSROOM VISITATION: The Department of Education and Human Development 
requires 20 hours of complementary school visitation and on-site teaching for this course. Please 
contact Janis M. Vicknair, Director of Field Experience (jvicknair@selu.edu) ASAP for your 
assigned school. Sooner is way better than later.  
 
ENRICHMENT PRESENTATION PROJECT: Each student must complete and submit one 
class-relevant research and writing project.  This Enrichment Presentation Project can cover any 
topic, theme, subject or approach chosen by the student and approved by the instructor. These 
might include historical incidents, places, biographies, cultural events, folkways, foodways, field 
trip plans or working bibliographies whose presentation would generally and specifically enrich 
classroom teaching on a primary or secondary level. State standards and benchmarks must be 
consulted and included. These EPPs, which must address need, interest, scholarship, 
showmanship and practicality, will possibly be shared with other social-studies education 
students in History 322, at Southeastern, in the Florida Parishes, and state wide. Students should 
be prepared to sign a release form for any future academic use of their EPPs deemed appropriate 
by the Department of History and Southeastern Louisiana University. 
 
The EPP requires application of all approved technological resources, especially on-line, full-text 
journal research. The submitted format must include down-loadable and web-site post-able disk 
copies of your project. 
 
The Enrichment Presentation Project is due on or (preferably) before the second-to-last class of 
the semester. These research and writing projects should contain an introduction, a body and a 
conclusion, and follow the standard university English Department style. The project is to be 
submitted in a hard paper copy as well as a disk copy. No handwritten papers will be accepted. 
Please use a letter-quality printer or typewriter. Watch your grammar and spelling! Please use 
your spell-check! Papers failing to meet these specifications will be returned unread, ungraded 
and as unacceptable.  Your EPP is valued at 100 points and carries equal weight as the exams. 
You must submit your Enrichment Presentation Project in order to receive a passing grade.  


